











Imagination de l'expédition d'E由rpte à travers des tableaux: 
SUGIMOTO Y oshihiko 
Nous nous proposons d'已tudier comment on s'imaginait 
l'expédition d'Égypte en France du premier Empire jusqu'à 
la 皿e République. Ce travail n'a pas d'autre ambition que de 
prolonger les fécondes recherches inaugurées par Edward W. 
Said，。γientαlism(1978) en étendant à la mémoire visuelle 
des investigations qu'ils ont circonscrites à la textologie. Ce 
faisa时， notre objectif immédiat a été de savoir que des 
tableaux monumentaux d'histoire, command臼 ou acquis par 
l'État, inspiraient aux Français le sentiment de la supériorité 














































Study of Support Provided to Families· of Frontline 
Soldiers in the Russo-Japanese War: In Relation to the 
Family Support for Noncommissioned Enlisted Servicemen 
Law 
Kentaro KITADOMARI 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the legal framework 
and intentions of the Family Support for Noncommissioned 
Enlisted Servicemen Law promulgated in April 1904 as part of 
the Military Support Bill. It will also explain the character-
istics of family support for frontline soldiers in the Russo-
Japanese War, by comparing programs offered by local 
communities(cities such as Osaka, etc.) with national sup-
port. More specifically, it will address the roles and rela-
tionships of the relief administration, local support groups 
and local residents. 
Family support for frontline soldiers in the Russo-
Japanese War acted as an axis for the Family Support for 
Noncommissioned Enlisted Servicemen Law. As a rule, sup-
port came from the individual efforts of the families them-
selves, though direct support for daily life was left up to 
the multiclass local community of obligated providers(neigh-
bors). This community existed as school districts, district 
federations and neighborhood organizations. When this 
"neighborhood support system" could not provide support 
to families of soldiers home on leave, support was supple-
mented with public financial assistance from the relief 
administration system of the Ministry of Home. Affairs, indi-
vidual prefectures or municipalities, as well as projects of 
military support organizations set up in each individual 
municipality. As such, every single family including those of 
transferees and poor class soldiers was directly accounted 
for and considered. This is very important. The basic legal 
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framework for military support was carried on under the 
Military Aid Law promulgated in September 1917. 
Significance of Regional Interaction as Evidenced by 
Pottery Production Techniques in Yayoi Period Japan 
Akira NISHITANI 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the significance 
of regional interaction as evidenced by pottery between the 
Inland Sea and Kinki regions of western Japan from the 
first century B.C. to the first century A.D. First,this paper 
reviews chronological frameworks in order to establish con-
temporaneity of the pottery in the two regions. Second,the 
paper shows pottery evidence of regional interaction paying 
special attention to the surface-level decoration patterns 
and basic production techniques that are not apparent. The 
auther points out that the technique of scraping the interior 
pottery surface rapidly diffused from the Inland Sea region 
to Kinki around the time of Christ. Since the evidence of 
this technique is not visible from the exterior surface of 
pottery, the technique had to be learned personally. In 
other words, the auther suspects that this diffusion was a 
partial result of migration between the two regions. This 
was the time of long-distance,wide-range exchange of com-
modities,especially metals. The autor speculates that this 
exchange network was a possible background of the interac-
tion as evidenced by pottery and that people in the Inland 
Sea region was actively involved in this network. 
